Abstract. On the basis of our recent model of a one-dimensional (1D) completed scattering we argue that quantum mechanics (QM), as it stands, does not give a correct description of quantum processes to involve two or more macroscopically distinct alternative ways for a system: namely, their current interpretation, as elementary processes (i.e., indecomposable into macroscopically distinct parts), is wrong and their mathematical description is incomplete. We show that QM, in reality, is a 'macrorealistic' theory. Contrary to the current viewpoint, QM implies that (1) pure states to describe a 'many-ways' processes must be considered as a particular class of pure combined states -an intermediate link between pure elementary states and statistical mixtures; (2) a pure combined state can always be presented as a coherent superposition of macroscopically distinct elementary states (MDESs); (3) there are two types of measurements for any combined state -those for observing the interference pattern resulting from the joint action of MDESs (i.e., for testing the validity of the superposition principle), and non-demolishing 'which-way' measurements for scanning the individual properties of MDESs (i.e., for testing the validity of the principles of macroscopic realism). By our approach, averaging over MDESs does not give the expectation value of any physical observable. The well known "nonlocal correlations" obtained by means of such averaging do not represent true physical correlations. The so called "non-signalling principle" is superfluous in a 'macrorealistic' QM, since MDESs obey a priori special relativity.
Introduction
At present, saying about the foundations of quantum mechanics (QM), one cannot but mention the Cat and EPR-Bell paradoxes which have been in the focus of hot debates for a long time. As is known, each of these paradoxes is associated with the so-called Cat state -a non-factorizable pure state of a combined system, which represents a coherent superposition of macroscopically distinct states (CSMDSs). So that, both of them ultimately concern the superposition principle and its role in the universe.
Solving this fundamental problem is known to depend essentially on the interpretation of QM. Here we consider only the most prominent of them -the orthodox interpretation (OI) and statistical interpretation (SI). A distinctive feature of the OI and SI, which is crucial in solving the paradoxes, is their attitude toward the wave function.
For instance, by the OI, a one-particle wave function is literally the state of a single particle, i.e., it describes a single particle in a single experiment. In fact, the OI considers a particle both as a corpuscle and wave, simultaneously; i.e., the "OI's particle" does not respect the principles of macroscopic realism (PMRs) [1, 2, 3] . At the same time, by the SI, a one-particle wave function gives the state of the corresponding ensemble of particles, i.e., it describes a single particle in the infinite set of identical one-particle experiments. The "SI's particle" is a corpuscle to behave unpredictably in a single experiment, but the ensemble of such particles behaves as a wave to evolve predictably. (By the SI, QM does not give in principle the state of a single electron in a single experiment. It may well be that this is a prerogative of a more general, subquantum theory (of course, if it is possible, in principle) based on the internal structure of a particle).
We have to argue that at present neither SI nor OI provide a satisfactory resolution of the paradoxes. However, from the viewpoint of the perspective of their resolving, the SI differs essentially from the OI. While the former is needed only in some correction in order to overcome this problem, the latter cannot in principle provide a satisfactory resolution of these paradoxes.
At present the majority of approaches to the paradoxes are based, explicitly or implicitly, on the OI. They conclude that the superposition principle and hence the Schrödinger equation itself do not govern the universe (= 'external physical world'). That is, in fact, they discard QM as a general, first-principles theory of the universe and require to develop a new theory of the universe.
As is known, the most prominent theory to pretend on this role is the well-known GRWP-approach (see [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] ; deep analyses of this approach are done in [1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] ). Its main peculiarity is that it gives a phenomenological model of the universe. That is, strictly speaking, in this theory there are no first principles to govern the whole physical world.
The main purpose of our paper is (ı) to show that the GRWP-approach and other approaches to adopt (implicitly or explicitly) the OI's attitude towards the wave function do not give a consistent resolution of the paradoxes, since this attitude is erroneous in principle; (ıı) to elaborate an alternative resolution of the paradoxes, based on the SI and our recent model of a one-dimensional (1D) completed scattering.
One of the the main ideas of our approach is that the source of the confusing interpretations of QM and the above paradoxes is the fact that the formalism of standard QM has not yet been properly completed. Saying so, we have in mind that not all "secrets" of the Schrödinger equation has been revealed. One such secret is presented in our recent model of a 1D completed scattering. This model allows us to develop a more consistent SI of QM, where there is no room for the above paradoxes.
2. The orthodox interpretations of quantum mechanics: neither first principles to govern the external physical world nor this world itself
As it has been said above, both the paradoxes deal with the Cat state to describe a combined system. However, now it is relevant to stress that the EPR-Bell paradox is associated with a micro-system (to consist from two-particles), while the Cat paradox treats a combined macro-system (to consist from one micro-object and one macro-object). Considered together, these paradoxes give a full picture of how the superposition principle acts, within the current interpretations of the OI, at the different levels of the universe.
The EPR-Bell paradox
As is widely known, the main lesson [17, 18] of the current resolution of the EPR-Bell paradox is that the initial guess about the existence of local hidden variables of a microsystem is supported by neither standard quantum theory nor experiment. What means that at the level of single electrons or atoms the universe cannot be simultaneously 'local' and 'observer-independent'. So that either 'locality' or 'observer-independence' is not an immanence of the universe at this level.
In fact, modern physics proved to be on the horns of a dilemma. Indeed, endorsing Metaphysical Realism (a deep analysis of this concept, in the context of the EPRBell and Cat paradoxes, is done in [19] ), we cannot discard 'observer-independence': otherwise the universe would lose its status of the external physical world. In this case, to say about 'locality' would be merely meaningless.
Thus, it remains to assume that the external physical world is nonlocal at the level of single electrons and atoms. However, again, this interpretation of the EPR-Bell thought experiment (though widely accepted at present) raises immediately the question of why a macro-system to consist from electrons and atoms respects the principles of special relativity, while its constituents do not.
The proponents of this interpretation reassure that correlations between two spacelike separated events, in reality, do not imply sending faster than light signals. By referring to the experiments to show the violation of Bell's inequalities, they state that the nonlocal correlations obey the so called "no-signalling principle", and, hence, there is no doubt that quantum nonlocality is a real phenomenon. As is said in [5] , ". . . one must recognize that natural phenomena exhibit basic nonlocal features, this conclusion being completely independent from the formulation and/or the interpretation of the theory and stemming simply from the experimental predictions of QM. . . "
Indeed, any theoretical prediction, after its experimental verification, acquires the status of a physical phenomenon. However, in the case of quantum nonlocality, the fact of its verification is just the questionable point. To show this, let us dwell, in details, on the verification procedure, taking into account that it involves at least three stages: (1) obtaining experimental data; (2) their sampling; (3) their averaging and subsequent interpretation.
Of course, the first stage of the experimental verification of quantum nonlocality is beyond doubt. However, the next two stages raise questions. For example, as it has shown in [20] , raw data obtained in the optical EPR-Bell experiments [21] , being examined under the fair sampling assumption, deny the "non-signalling principle". So that the situation around the experimental verification of quantum nonlocality is not so simple. Moreover, one has to take into account that the fair sampling assumption is, in fact, a requirement to be necessary for any statistical experiment, while the "nonsignalling principle", in the case considered, is just an assumption whose validity must be verified. From this it follows that the papers [20, 21] show, in fact, that the "nonsignalling principle" does not govern nonlocal correlations.
Note that this conclusion does not at all mean that the experimental data obtained in [21] and other EPR-Bell experiments indeed deal with faster than light signals. As is well known, all the EPR-Bell experiments do not imply direct measurements of the signal's velocity. In reality, they are aimed at checking the validity of Bell's inequalities, and namely the violation of the inequalities is interpreted as a manifestation of quantum nonlocality.
Of importance is to stress that, in this indirect procedure of the verification of nonlocality, the stage of averaging the experimental data is just the main loophole for nonlocality. The point is that these experiments use the averaging rule dictated by QM. That is, in fact they are based on the implicit assumption that this rule is valid. So that if this assumption is wrong, the interpretation of these experiments is wrong too.
As is seen, the EPR-Bell experiments check not only the validity of Bell's assumption on the existence of hidden variables. They check also the validity of the assumption on the validity of the current practice of treating the Cat states in QM. However, just this practice is wrong. It is the main reason of appearance in QM of the confusing properties of the Cat states.
So that, at the level of single electrons and atoms, the model of the universe to appear within the current vision of the EPR-Bell paradox is nonlocal and is not governed by special relativity. However, this fact does not worry the majority of physicists (see also reasonings by Leggett [1, 2, 3] on this question). As a fundamental problem of modern physics, quantum nonlocality has been perceived only due to the Schrödinger's thought experiment to show that nonlocality to appear at the micro-level leads inevitably to that at the macro-level.
This thought experiment has shown explicitly that standard QM does not allow a consistent model of the external physical world to have a correct fundamental structure of space-time. As is said by Hartle [14] , the current model of the universe does not distinguish the notions 'happened', 'is happening' and 'will happen'. The same concerns the various forms of the verbs 'to be', 'to exist', etc. The word 'reality' is, strictly speaking, not applicable to such universe too [14] .
Our next step is to dwell in details on the Schrödinger's cat paradox and to show that its most prominent at present resolution, the GRWP-approach, does not correct the above unrealistic picture.
The Schrödinger's cat paradox
As is known, the main participants of this paradox are a radioactive nucleus, a vial of a poison gas and cat, all being in an isolated box. It is suggested that just before opening the box the cat is died if the pial has been broken; and, in its turn, the pial is broken if the nucleus has decayed. Otherwise, the cat remains alive. Of importance is that this setting implies a purely causal relationship between the nucleus and cat.
Note that for our goals it is suitable to change this setting, with no distorting its essence. Namely, let the role of the nucleus be played by an electron scattering on a 1D potential barrier, and let the cat be alive when the electron is reflected by the barrier; otherwise, when the electron is transmitted, it is died. The experiment is assumed to start when the electron's source used emits an electron.
Then, according to the usual practice of setting this thought experiment, as a quantum-mechanical problem, we shall consider the electron and cat as parts of the compound system 'electron+cat' and suppose that this system is in a pure quantum state which is expressed in terms of the electron's and cat's states.
Let |Ψ 
where T + R = 1. Besides, let |0 c and |1 c be normalized pure states of a died and alive cat, respectively. Then a pure state |Ψ e+c of the 'electron+cat' system is
where |0 e+c = |Ψ (1), providing that both T = 0 and R = 0, is just the Cat state to represent a CSMDS. Within the OI, this state originates a tangle of fundamental problems to impugn the status of QM as a theory whose laws govern the whole universe.
From the most beginning it is very important to stress that the above condition imposed on the probabilities T and R is important. In the case of an absolutely opaque potential barrier when T = 0, or in the case of a transparent one when R = 0, the paradox does not appear. Namely, in the first case, even before opening the box, the cat is definitely alive. In the second one this long-suffering cat is definitely died.
However, a directly opposite situation appears when T = R = 1/2. In this case the OI forbids the 'either-transmitted-or-reflected' scenario for a scattered electron. It says that the electron's fate remains indefinite even after the scattering event, when the transmitted and reflected wave packets occupy macroscopically distinct spatial regions. As a consequence, the cat's fate is indefinite too.
As is seen, by the OI, the notion 'locality' cannot be applicable not only to an electron, but also to the cat. In fact, the cat like a scattered electron proves to be beyond the framework of the space-time structure. This means that 'Form' as the immanence of the external physical word disappears not only at the micro-level but also at the macro-level. As a result, the external physical world disappears within the framework of the OI. In this case it is meaningless to say about reality of the cat before opening the box, when the combined system is closed.
However, it is evident that if an observer opened the box, he would find the cat to be either alive or died. Thus, we meet with a paradoxical situation when QM, developed as a theory to be more general than classical mechanics, in reality does not describe the macro-world: the superposition principle contradicts the principles of macroscopic realism (PMRs) [1, 2, 3] to govern the universe at the level of macro-objects. In line with the PMRs and our every-day practice, the cat must be in a definite state at any instant of time.
So, within the current vision of the Schrödinger's thought experiment, opening the box (i.e., observation) influences drastically on the cat's fate. By Ghirardi [4, 5, 6 ], the Cat paradox should be considered as the macro-objectification problem whose solution should imply, in particular, that (ı) the linear Schrödinger equation must be discarded, since the superposition principle contradicts the PMRs; (ıı) a true equation must suggest the existence of some physical (localization) process to suppress the action of the superposition principle at the level of macro-systems and, thereby, to convert the initial pure Cat state into a statistical mixture.
It is known that these ideas have been realized in the GRWP-approach [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ] (see also [1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] )) which, as is stated, respects all quantum-mechanical predictions for micro-systems, but fully denies quantum dynamics at the level of macro-systems.
As is widely accepted, this approach gives a consistent model of the universe. However, we consider that this is not the case. Saying so, we have in mind not only the internal problems [7, 8, 9 ] to appear in this approach, which have not yet been overcome. Of more importance is that the very interpretation of the Cat paradox as a macro-objectification problem is inconsistent in principle.
Remind that the necessity in a macro-objectification appears within the framework of the OI, because it implies that the cat, as a part of the closed combined system to be in the Cat state, should be neither alive nor died till opening the box. However, the point is that the idea to open the system and to introduce a macro-objectification (localization) process does not resolve the main problem to appear for this Cat state.
We have to stress that the macro-objectification process is an essentially irreversible one. This fact raises the question: where do the initial Cat state come from? The point is that to prepare the combined system in the Cat state means, in fact, to "expel" the initially alive cat from the physical world. That is, preparing the initial Cat state should be considered as the process to proceed in the opposite direction with respect to the macro-objectification process. So that, within the framework of the OI, the Cat states are needed not only in the macro-objectification process but also in the "macrodisobjectification" one. Let us attempt to find such a process. For this purpose let us consider the Schrödinger's thought experiment at the stage when all participants are in the closed box, but the particle's source has not yet been switched on. It is evident that at this stage (to precede the onset of the experiment) the cat's life is out of danger, i.e., it is definitely alive. In fact, at this stage the Cat state (1) has not yet been prepared, and hence there is no necessity in macro-objectification.
The situation changes drastically when an observer, being outside of the closed box, launches the electron's source. From this instant of time the definite initial state of the system 'electrron+cat' evolves into the Cat state (1), wherever the cat would be in the box. Thus, it is scattering an electron on a 1D potential barrier that should be considered here as the process to activate a searched-for "macro-disobjectification" process.
However, there are two serious reasons by which the scenario of macrodisobjectification and subsequent macro-objectification is unacceptable in principle. The first one (being minor but important) is the following. It is evident that the above two processes compete against each other. In this case, the macro-objectification process to influence effectively on the cat (see [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] ) must dominate over the macrodisobjectification process, since the latter is associated with a single particle.
From this it follows that the onset of the macro-objectification process should be artificially postponed until the scattering process has been completed. Otherwise the "disobjectificating" influence of a scattering electron on the cat will be suppressed and the cat will be in a definite state. However, as it is stressed by Leggett [3] , ". . . however late a stage the collapse is postponed, it would in principle make some predictions that contradict those of standard quantum mechanics. . . " Nevertheless, of crucial importance is the second reason. The one-particle scattering process cannot in principle initiate any macro-disobjectification process. As is known, it is not accidentally that the initial setting of the Schrödinger's thought experiment involves the pial with a poison. This intermediate plays the role of the amplifier of the "objectificating" influence of a transmitted electron (decayed nucleus) on the cat, i.e., the amplifier of the macro-objectification process.
However, it is evident that there is nothing in Nature which could be used as the amplifier of the macro-disobjectification process, i.e., as the communication between the cat and scattering electron, at the stage of preparing the Cat state. From this it follows that the current interpretation of the Cat state (1) to imply a macro-objectification is false in principle, since there is merely no way to prepare such states. By our approach, there is no necessity in the macro-objectification of the Cat state (1), since the cat is always in a definite state. In its turn, the last statement is true since a scattered electron is either transmitted or reflected. Thus, in order to keep the first-principle Schrödinger equation, to keep the words 'to happen' and 'reality' in the human language, as well as to "construct", in the end, a knowable universe, one should solve the problem associated with the state (1) just at the level of a single electron.
On some predictions of the standard model of a 1D completed scattering and their experimental "verification"
So, in solving the Cat paradox, the crucial point is that the current model of a 1D completed scattering forbids, in principle, to say that a scattered electron is either transmitted or reflected by the barrier. For all stages of the process, this model does not provide a separate description of transmission and reflection even at the mathematical level. Formally, the above division on the transmitted and reflected subensembles of particles appears only at t → ∞, i.e., when the electron's quantum "trajectory" approaches the asymptote |Ψ The Cat paradox is often considered to disappear within the framework of the SI [16, 22] where QM is alleged to be merely a device for calculating probabilities. However, such attitude to the problem is mistaken. Just because of ignoring the physical aspects of CSMDSs this "device", as it stands, fails to treat them properly. This becomes obvious in calculating the expectation values of one-particle's observables to describe a scattered electron.
In doing so, we have to take into account that the formalism of QM implies computing the expectation values of observables for the whole ensemble of scattered electrons, i.e., our calculations must be performed on the basis of the wave function Ψ end f ull . By QM, expectation values should give the most probable values of observables for a scattered electron.
Let us calculate the most probable electron's position x end and momentum p end as well as the mean-square deviation (∆x) 2 (t) ≡ Ψ where x c is the midpoint of the barrier region.
As regards the mean-square deviation (∆x) 2 (t), it increases infinitely at t → ∞ not only because of the transmitted and reflected wave packets diffuse (this process is weak in this case), but also because of they move away from each other. By definition this quantity should give the size of the spatial region occupied by the ensemble of particles to take part in the same one-particle process, indecomposable into subprocesses. In the case considered this region includes the macroscopically distinct, transmission and reflection, spatial regions. That is, in fact, (∆x) 2 (t) says that there are nonlocal correlations between two events to occur simultaneously in the transmission and reflection regions, since they belong to the same one-particle process.
Note, there is no doubt that, if the relevant experimental data were obtained and averaged over the whole ensemble of particles, then all the above quantum-mechanical predictions would be surely confirmed. However, it is evident that the above predictions forx andp are apparently erroneous. For the late stage of scattering, two the most probable locations of electrons are far from the barrier, rather than in its neighborhood; and their most probable velocity is |p 0 /m|, rather than |p end /m|. So that the above prediction of nonlocal correlations for the one-particle process has no physical sense, too.
Note, this conclusion does not at all mean that the above experimental data are wrong. It calls in question the rule of averaging these data over transmitted and reflected electrons (see Section (2.1)). This averaging rule is dictated by the current interpretations of the state Ψ end f ull in QM. However, as is seen, this averaging rule is wrong for this state. Hence the current interpretation of this state is wrong too.
It is evident that in this case the averaging of experimental data should be performed over the transmitted and reflected ensembles of electrons, separately. That is, the either-transmission-or-reflection scenario of scattering an electron on the 1D potential barrier is the only scenario to have physical sense. Our next step is to show, on the basis of our recent model [23, 24] of a 1D completed scattering, that the formalism of QM allows this scenario.
A 'macrorealistic' model of a 1D completed scattering

One-dimensional transmission and reflection as alternative sub-processes interacting with each other
The model [23, 24] deals with an electron to impinge, from the left, a symmetric potential barrier localized in the finite spatial region. Let Ψ f ull (x; E) be the wave function to describe the whole ensemble of identical electrons with energy E: to the left of the barrier
here A R f ull and A T f ull are the known complex amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves, respectively; x is the particle's coordinate; k = 2mE/h 2 . As is shown in [23] , Ψ f ull (x; E) can be uniquely presented in the form
where Ψ tr (x; E) and Ψ ref (x; E) are solutions of the Schrödinger equation to obey the boundary conditions (4): to the left of the barrier, However, we have to stress that both functions, Ψ tr (x; E) and Ψ ref (x; E), contain the terms to describe electrons impinging the barrier from the right, which disappear in the superposition (2) due to interference. As a result, in this superposition, electrons impinging the barrier from the left and then being reflected (transmitted) by its are described by the function ψ ref (x; E) (ψ tr (x; E)) where
As is seen, the first derivatives on x of the functions ψ tr (x; E) and ψ ref (x; E) are discontinuous at the point x c . This results from the fact that only the sum of these functions obeys the Schrödinger equation. The either function obeys the continuity equation. The same holds for all wave packets formed from these functions.
Let Ψ f ull (x, t) be a solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for a given initial condition. Let also Ψ tr (x, t) and Ψ ref (x, t) be the corresponding solutions formed from Ψ tr (x; E) and Ψ ref (x; E), respectively. Besides, let ψ tr (x, t) and ψ ref (x, t) be the corresponding wave packets formed from ψ tr (x; E) and ψ ref (x; E). Then we have
By [23] , namely ψ tr (x, t) and ψ ref (x, t) describe, at all stages of scattering, the motion of the (to-be-)transmitted and (to-be-)reflected subensembles. Both, ψ tr (x, t) and ψ ref (x, t), are solutions to the real continuity equation, and their sum obeys the complex Schrödinger equation. Hence ψ tr (x, t)+ψ ref (x, t), unlike Ψ tr (x, t)+Ψ ref (x, t) , is the superposition of probability waves to interact with each other, excepting the limiting case when t → ∞.
That is, in fact, we have presented the time evolution of a closed ensemble of scattering electrons as a coherent evolution of the open (to-be-)transmitted and (tobe-)reflected electron's subensembles (it is relevant here to point to the recent paper [25] ) to interact with each other. This results from the fact that, for a given semitransparent potential, the transmission and reflection are inseparable sub-processes. Of course, in the limit t → ∞, when the subensembles occupy macroscopically distinct spatial regions, the interaction disappears. At this stage both ψ tr (x, t) and ψ ref (x, t) obey the Schrödinger equation.
Of importance is that for any value of t the scalar product ψ tr (x, t)|ψ ref (x, t) is a purely imagine value to diminish at t → ∞. Despite interference between ψ tr and ψ ref ,
where
T and R are the transmission and reflection coefficients, respectively. That is, in the case of the CSMDS quantum probabilities behave as classical, Kolmogorovian probabilities.
Non-invasive experimental scanning of transmission and reflection in the barrier region
So, a 1D completed scattering is a combined process to consist from two coherently evolved sub-processes, transmission and reflection. Hence, to observe the time evolution of the wave packet Ψ f ull (x, t) means, in fact, to observe that of the interference pattern formed by these sub-processes. However, the main peculiarity of a 1D completed scattering, as a combined quantum process, is that it also implies performing experiments for testing the individual properties of its sub-processes. In [24] , both for transmission and reflection, we have introduced the dwell time to give the average time spent by an electron in the barrier region (about this time concept see, e.g., [26] ).
For an electron with a given energy this characteristic time, both for ψ tr (x, E) and ψ ref (x, E), is defined via the probability current density and probability density. As regards the time-dependent transmission and reflection (whose time evolution is given by ψ tr (x, t) and ψ ref (x, t) ), the either is described by the Larmor time to represent the average value of the dwell time, which can be measured by means of the non-invasive, Larmor-clock procedure.
As is known [26] , this procedure implies switching on an infinitesimal magnetic field in the barrier region. Then the angle of the Larmor precession of the average electron's spin is measured separately for the transmitted and reflected subensembles, well after the scattering event. That is, in this procedure the average electron's spin serves as a clock-pointer to "remember" the time spent by an electron in the barrier region. It is evident that all measurements performed for transmitted (or reflected) electrons do not influence those performed for alternative sub-process. For all measurement are carried out when there is no interference and interaction between ψ tr (x, t) and ψ ref (x, t) .
Note, unlike the definition [26] of this characteristic time made on the basis of ψ f ull (x, E) (in our notations), ours do not predict the Hartman effect whose nature remains unclear up to the present [27] . The experimental verification of this prediction of the 'macrorealistic' model of the process would be very important in order to confirm that the PMRs indeed valid at the level of single electrons. This would mean that these two sub-processes are indeed macroscopically distinct even in the barrier region.
Of great importance is to stress once more the following: (ı) the wave packets ψ tr (x, t) and ψ ref (x, t) evolve coherently, hence they obey the superposition principle; (ıı) these packets, obtained on the basis of the Schrödinger equation, describe quantum sub-processes to obey the PMRs. Thus, in the case of a 1D completed scattering, to confirm the validity of the PMRs does not at all mean to falsify the validity of the superposition principles; and vise versa. Both the principles govern a pure combined state of the ensemble of electrons taking part in a 1D completed scattering.
Discussion and conclusion
So, we have shown that the source of the EPR-Bell and Cat paradoxes is, after all, the erroneous understanding of the wave-particle duality, which is commonly accepted at present. The main confusion arises in interpreting quantum one-particle processes to involve two or more macroscopically distinct alternative ways for a particle (e.g., the well known to-slits experiment and a 1D completed scattering).
In particular, by the current interpretation of the wave-particle duality, a coherent superposition of the transmitted and reflected wave packets, which describes a pure state of a particle scattered on a 1D potential barrier, means that a particle is literally in the 'superposition'. This interpretation forbids, in principle, to say that a scattered particle is either transmitted or reflected by the barrier.
We have shown that this prohibition is groundless. Firstly, for all stages of scattering, the Schrödinger equation allows us to represent a time-dependent pure state of a scattering particle as a coherent superposition of two wave packets to describe the time evolution of (to-be-)transmitted and (to-be-)reflected subensembles of particles. Secondly, there is a possibility of a non-demolishing experimental testing of the individual properties of each sub-process, e.g., in the barrier region. For an electron, this can be performed with the help of the so called Larmor-clock procedure to exploit the internal degree of freedom of the particle.
So that the cat's fate in the considered version of the Schrödinger's thought experiment is always definite, because the electron's fate is always definite. By our approach, a 1D completed scattering is a combined process to consist from two alternative sub-processes, transmission and reflection, evolved coherently and interacting with each other. Each electron of the corresponding ensemble is either transmitted or reflected by the potential barrier.
In fact, our model reconciles the superposition principle with the PMRs. It shows that QM is in fact a 'macrorealistic' theory; the PMRs should be considered as a part of basic principles of QM. Within this vision of QM, the wave-particle duality implies that a single electron behaves (stochastically) as a point-like object to respect the PMRs, while the electron's ensemble behaves (deterministically) as a wave to respect the superposition principle.
